
Welcome! 

THINK ABOUT IT: Do not try to change
yourself—you are unlikely to succeed.
Work to improve the way you perform.

-Peter Drucker

 5 approaches to
help support your growth and
pursuit of high performance Big topic...it was tough to

narrow down to five. Emphasis on
things you can do now!

Share your ideas/comments via
CHAT (reply to everyone)

E-mail: art@artpetty.com for any of the tools
referenced or for questions

Mind map and recording to
be sent on Sunday

Let's Get This Out
of the Way:

Chasing growth and high
performance is never easy!

High performers typically work more hours
than average performers -Marc Effron

Or, sometimes you just have to move a
lot of rocks to build a seawall!

RESOURCE: Should be part of your professional
development library. Research-backed. No

fluff. Actionable guidance.

Growth is personal for each of us (as is our definition of success):

FOR THE CHAT STREAM: How do you push yourself to grow?

My story

A lifetime of pushing myself into roles, positions, and
activities that scare the heck out of me...

Left a job and
firm I loved...

Left a cushy executive role to
take on a small turnaround

software firm...

Decided to teach at the
graduate level, write a book, 

Regularly served as a keynote,
including in what is proof of the

Upside-Down of Stranger Things fame: 

Left corporate world to work on
my own...only to realize I knew

how to do...

Nothing....at least not in a way
that people would pay for it.

Was the lead keynote over the Chief
Knowledge Officer of NASA (definitely upside down!)

No idea how to do either!

Best professional experience of my life

Turned out to be the best
move of my career.

The research and guidance on hacking our growth is consistent

"Exemplars achieved their notoriety by doing four things in unison,
and actualizing these four principles helped the high achievers
stay the course, even when a detour was tempting. While the

ideas may not be revolutionary, how the high achievers sought
them out and fine-tuned them over time made them stand out and

achieve success." Ruth Gotian

Intrinsically motivated

Committed to persevering

Do the heavy lifting (to build
a strong foundation)

Never stop learning

Ruth Gotian's 4 Things: 

Resource: A great complement to Effron's book;
research-based and action focused! 

Effron's research identifies 8
behaviors that determine

high performance

Your mindset

How you set goals

Your behaviors

Grow yourself (faster)

Maximize your fit

How you present yourself

Commit your body

Avoid distractions

Drucker's Questions: 

What are my strengths?

How do I perform?

How do I learn? 

What are my values?

Where do I belong? 

What can I contribute? 

Power tip: Ask and
answer these regularly! I do this yearly. 

TOP 5 FAVORITE
ARTICLES EVER! (HBR)

#1: Start Simple by Preparing Your Attitude Daily! 

"Every morning I take five quiet minutes to clear my mind and focus
on how I'm going succeed with and through others in the day ahead. I prepare my attitude to succeed!

" -Geek Squad Senior Director

What you can do: 

For a lot of great reasons, start
a professional journal!

Create a start-of-day routine using
these thought prompters:

How will I succeed at every
encounter today?

What did I do yesterday that worked great
that I want to do more of today?

What challenging
conversations must I have

today?

What will I do to move my
goal(s) forward today?

CHAT STREAM: What might you add? 

Bonus: remind yourself every morning of this
saying: "Be kind for everyone you meet is

waging a great battle." -Unknown

CHAT STREAM: How do you put yourself into the
right frame of mind daily?

#2: Get to know YOU better

Two (research supported) points: 

1. If you leverage your strengths for
something you care about, you will

perform at a higher level

2. We don't see our strengths much
as we don't see our gaps. We need

help from others.

Solution: figure out what you are good at
that adds value to your firm (and that you

care about) and do more of it.

THREE EXERCISES GUARANTEED TO GIVE BIG BENEFITS! 

Superpowers (their view)

Two powerful questions: 

When we worked together, what was it you
saw that I did particularly well?

How did I affect you? Reflected best-self activity

Backstory

What is it you are doing when
you are at your best?

When/where do you find
a state of flow?

5-10 across my career...

Instructions? E-mail:
art@artpetty.com

Idea-to Action: get the instructions and invest some time in tuning in
to you! What you learn about yourself will assist you in aligning the

work you are doing with your interests and where you create the best
value for your organization.

The output offers pointers not direct answers!
Armed with some direction, it's up to you to find
those situations where you leverage your skills,

enjoy your work, and are able to contribute in a way
meaningful to your firm.

FYI: these are the same exercises my
Career Reinvent program clients use.

Interesting data point: more than half "
reinvent" inside their current

organization, reporting greater
motivation, renewed interest, and an

increased sense of satisfaction! 

What questions do you have about these activities?

#3: Get More Feedback on You

"Feedback is the breakfast of
champions." Ken Blanchard

BOLD CLAIM: You don't get enough
timely, quality feedback on you!

What are some way you can
more feedback on you?

What if you're the boss? 

Who's your Swim Buddy? 

Someone you trust

Sees you in action

Able to share the good, bad, and ugly of
your behaviors and their impact

(Astute observers & regular
attendees will note that I bring this

one up a lot. It's important!)

Some "love" from my Swim Buddy "Are you really that thirsty?
Because you look nervous."

"We're you trying to screw that up or were you just lucky?"

"You preached at us instead
of appealing to us."

"My read is they didn't have any idea
what you were talking about."

IDEA TO ACTION: Right now, think about one or two
individuals who might serve as swim buddies for

you. Commit to approaching them!

Bonus: volunteer to
support them!

#4: Rethink Everything About Your Approach to Your Goals

The challenges with most of
our corporate goals;

They're SMART (not)

Too many

Don't force us to learn

Not impactful

Often referenced just a
couple times per year

Irrelevant or stale
(things change)

Not Coached 
The Rethink! 

Just one or two BIG goals

SIM, Not SMART 

Specific,
Impactful,

Measurable

Impactful for you and
the organization

If it's not a game-changer for you and
inspiring, then don't pick it.

Not a goal, but a
PROMISE

Ask your boss to support you. Ask for
coaching. Make goals updates part of

your one-on-ones!

Big goals demand learning and process creation! 

My favorite Goal Hack:
The Visual Approach!

(From a client)

Hack: Visual...simply put a mark on a
visible calendar every day you work

on one of your goals...

You're unlikely to default on a promise! 

Should push you far from your comfort
zone. Must require learning. Must

require process creation.

What's your BIG goal that will force
you to learn and lead to a big impact

for your team/firm?

Inspired by Marc Effron in 8 Steps to High
Performance (based on extensive mining

of research on goals)

Bonus! #5: Generate More Ideas

Or, you can fire up your curiosity muscles and turn yourself into an idea-machine! 

What are your ideas for firing up your
personal idea-generating machine?

Become an anthropologist (shut up and observe)

More shutting up: ask more questions
instead of sharing your opinions.

Develop Your BIG IDEA LIST (B.I.L.)!!

A great hack! 

James Altucher's
Approach--The Waiter's Pad

https://jamesaltucher.
com/blog/the-ultimate-guide-for-becoming-an-idea-machine/

'Take a waiter’s pad. Go to a local cafe. Maybe read an
inspirational  book for ten to twenty minutes. Then start

writing down ideas. What  ideas? Hold on a second. The
key here is, write ten ideas." (Generate 10 ideas daily)

Use your
professional

journal!

Post-it notes or
index cards

Evernote or other apps

The key is to ensure your B.I.L. is visible so
you can build, jump, and add.

You could try Sir Dr. NakaMats
approaches for generating ideas

“If you have too much oxygen in your brain, inspiration
will not strike,” he cautions. “To starve the brain of

oxygen, you must dive deep and allow the water pressure
to fill the brain with blood.” He holds his breath as long as
he can. “Zero-point-five seconds before death, I visualize

an invention,”  -Smithsonian

He has 3x as many patents
as Thomas Edison

Or, The Gold Room: lined in 24K Gold...built without
nails because, " Nails reflect thinking."

IDEA TO ACTION: Create your
B.I.L. and regularly mine it to
turn ideas into experiments.

Upcoming Sessions! 
Friday, November 11

at Noon Central!

You decide! 

https://artpetty.mykajabi.com/survey-leadership-caffeine-jam-session-13
Questions or materials: art@artpetty.com 

Today's Quick Takes

Growth demands
deliberate effort

High Performers work constantly to
challenge themselves to grow.

The research is consistent on the behaviors
that can lead to high performance

Our BIG 5 Today:

Prepare your
attitude daily!

Get to know you better

Get more
feedback on

you

Turbocharge your
approach to goals

Generate more ideas (and
experiment more)

Be kind for everyone you meet is
waging a great battle-Unknown


